WE CAN’T DO THIS WORK WITHOUT YOU!

Special thanks to our monthly sustaining donors

Liz Adams and Neil Clark
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Katerina and Adam Pozi Baratta
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Jacob Gelrod
Richard George
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Katie Mcrae and Roger Ikert
Linda and Paul Minor
Marilyn Morris
Charlotte Navarre
Megan and Matt Newell-Ching
Merrin Permut
Alicia and Charles Philpot
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Judy Prosper
Lisa Rummel
Mary and Ernie Swartz
Kim Thomas and John Morrison
Sally Travi
Jan Christenson and Rick Ukena
Michael Wheeler
Patti and Stephen Whitney-Wise
Sue and Jerald Woodbury

Special thanks to our monthly sustaining donors

Anonymous (4)
Allison Abraham
Shiva Aditham
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Angela Agosta
Albertsons Companies Foundation
Laura Alexander
Renée Alton
Austin Alvey Aguilera
Amazon Smile
America’s Best Local Charities
Anneli Anderson
Brian Anderson
Christine Anderson
Kelly Anderson
Mary and James Arbucketo
Autodesk
Ray Wells and Sarah Bachman
Roberta Bagder-Cain and Leonard Cain
Bev Balliett
Steve and Abigail Bally
Rebekah Bally
Lynn and John Baratta
Nick Sauvie and Janet Bauer
Marlene and Christopher Bekins
Alise Berkeley
Rachael Berkeley
Karen Berkowitz
Justin Beswick
Sylvia Biggs
Jon and KC Bildner
Tim Bishop
Steve Blixt
Rep. Suzanne Bonamici and Michael Simon
Mari Border
Evan Bowers
Sally Bowman
Elisabeth Brewster
Thomas Briggs
Ellen Brunson-Newton
Robin Burnham
Tiga Burrnight
John Burt
Jenny Cadigan
Walker Cahall
Sandy Cahill
Tracy Cahill
Cambia Health Solutions
Patricia Cantrell
Chris Carlson
Christine and Andrew Carpenter
Shirley Carpenter
Leah Castaneda
Jeanette Castleman
Sophie and Glenn Castro
Rebecca Cate
Robert Cato
Jessica Chanay
Mark Chase
Shannon Chawla
Donna Ching
Catherine Chiu
Amanda Cilek
Clark Foundation
Duane Claypool
Jenny Cloud
Joy Collings-Domingo
Columbia Bank
Comcast NBC Universal
America’s Best Local Charities
Ann Prince
Carolyn Daggs
Carolee Dean
Chloe and Brian Eberhardt
Ken Edwards
Andrew Ekman and Laurie Lundy-Ekman
Sarah Ells Fish
Zainab Emami
Barb Engelster and Jean Carufo
Aurelia Erickson
Kaye Exo
Farmer’s Market Fund
Elizabeth Farrell
Jason Fay
Suzanne and Patrick Feeney
Fidelity Charitable
John T Field
Jonathan Fields
Susan Filkins
Derek Fine
Ryan and Mary Finley
Carlee Finucan
First Tech
Albert Fisher
Andy Fisher
The Fit Foods LLC
Food Lifeline
Ross Foster
Charles and Zoe Foster
Fred Meyer Community Rewards
Leah Fredericks
Judi Free and Paul Hamborg
Ann French
Jacob and Patricia Fried
Amy Friendly
Darwin Fries
Lyle Friesen
Katie and Joe Furia
Benton Garlow
Robin Gault
Jacob Gelrod
Christopher Ghormley
Ladawna Gievers
Mishell Goodman
Carolyn Goolsby
Jane Gordon
Ezra Gorman
Bethany Grabow
Greater Portland Telugu Association
Evon Greenberg
Michelle Greenberg
Janey Greenlees
Kelly Gronli
Robert Grummel
David Guttermann
Absalom Hagg
Frances Hall
Joanna S Hall
Amelia and Fred Hard
Louis Hatfield
William and Elizabeth Hathaway
Victoria Haugen
Amanda Haworth
Susan Hendrickson
Cynthia Herbold
Dan Heuvel
Ben Higgins
Kathleen Hobbs
Ashley Hoch
Andrew Hogan and Jimmy Radosta
Joan Hoppin
Sheryl Horwitz and Larry Knudson
Marlene Howell
Jonathan Hunter
Alayna Hutchinson
Carolyn Hymes and Kari Bloomquist
Intel Corp.
James Jandacek
Kathleen Joy
Dolores and David Judkins
Kaiser Permanente Foundation
Chris Karlin
Lori Katz

And to all the foundation, corporate, and individual community members who supported our work in 2019-2020